Storage solutions
built for M&E
Genesis Unlimited is a stand-alone shared storage
appliance ideal for smaller creative work groups looking for a
high-performance SAN/LAN without the infrastructure hassle.
SYNERGY is a single appliance consisting of shared
storage and an embedded application server that can bring
up to 192TB of storage with a choice of installed MAM,
PAM, Transcode or other applications common in the
broadcast and video post production markets.
Genesis IAP is a powerful server platform designed for
the installation of Scale-Out NAS, MAM, PAM, HyperFS,
archive, or any number of other applications for mediacentric workflows.
Genesis HyperMDC Is a purpose-built Scale-Out NAS
and SAN metadata controller that supports open storage
platforms for media and entertainment workflows.
Genesis NX is a low-cost NAS file server ideal for second
tier storage with built-in snapshot and replication that could
also be used as spinning disk archive.
Active Archive Is a object-based storage platform
integrated with HyperFS file system that allows long-term
data retention, global accessibility, and massive scalability for
customers requiring the most secure repository available.

Powerful line of storage powered by HyperFS

Enterprise File System for
SAN and Scale-Out NAS
HyperFS integrates highperformance SAN, Scale-Out NAS
and data protection under one
global namespace while powering
a full line of application servers
and multi-tiered storage.
The Scale-Out NAS module integrates with the HyperFS SAN
application, and features simple GUI-based configuration
and management tools. Scale-Out NAS is based on open
architecture leveraging common protocols, thus presents
block-level SAN storage as file-based storage workflows to
LAN clients.

Media Storage Services
From small work groups to enterprise customers we
provide custom options to extend warranties.
Post Waranty Support: We provide post warranty
support for EMC/Isilon, NetApp, HDS, Cisco, Brocade, and
others at 50% of the OEM’s price. 24x7x4hr. support
worldwide. Support terms as short as six months or as long
as five years.
Keep Your Cluster Alive: Grow your storage with
refurbished/certified nodes and full clusters from Isilon,
NetApp, Hitachi, and more at 60-80% off OEM pricing.
Data Migration: We ensure your valuable data will be
migrated safely to your new cluster with our pro services
team of certified level III engineers.
Trade-ins/Take-outs: We accept trade ins on all major
manufacturers. Turn that gear into cash and help fund your
refresh. We also “straight-up buy” your surplus equipment,
helping you extend ROI.
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